
Limited 3 Year Warranty 

Sealing and painting: 

What This Warranty Covers: 
 All concrete and steel parts against defects for material and workmanship for a period 
of 3 years.

What This Warranty Does Not Cover: 
Shipment for replacement parts outside of the U.S.  Installation of replacement parts 
anywhere.  

Exclusions: 

* Intentional vandalism. Our tables are extremely vandal resistant  however persons 
with the intent to harm can over time destroy anything. We will  provide reduced price 
parts to owners whose table has been affected by intentional  vandalism.
* Damage due to accident, misuse, abuse, fire, flood, "Acts of God," or other 
contingencies beyond the control of Stone Age Concrete Games, Inc.

Non-Warranty items that are part of Manufacturers recommendations for the 
care of your tables:  

* Concrete should be evaluated and resealed if needed every 2 years using a quality
polyurethane sealer. Failure to reseal concrete can lead to  staining and over time to
deterioration.
* Powder coated parts and table lines should  be inspected for scratches and touch
up painted every year if needed to provide  maximum rust protection and for
aesthetics.



CARE AND MAINTENANCE

Concrete tables require little care and maintenance throughout their lifetime.  
Installation: 

During installation care should be taken to protect the surface and sides of any table 
or piece being handled.  Keep any wrapping on until installation is completed.  Bolts 
should be tightened slowly, alternating between bolts so that undo pressure is not 
put on a single point of the table.

Daily care:  
Tables may have dust, small dirt particles, sand, leaves, tree needles, or other 
debris on them from being outside.  Since even small particles can alter the 
trajectory of the balls, most players wipe off the tables before playing with a brush, 
towel, cloth, or even their hands.

Weekly or Monthly care:
Optional:  You may want to hose off the tables now and then with water from a hose 
or spray bottle and a cloth.  A non-corrosive detergent/soap is optional.

Yearly:
Concrete should be evaluated or inspected every year and if it is determined that the 
table should be resealed, then a concrete sealer should be applied over the surface 
and sides of the table top and leg surfaces as well.  Manufacturer recommends a 
quality polyurethane sealer, of which there are many brands. Failure to reseal 
concrete can lead to  staining and over time to deterioration. Corn hole boards with 
artwork and chess/checker tables can be resealed yearly to protect the artwork on 
corn hole and mixed medium tables such as chess tables or backgammon.

Powder coated parts should  be inspected for scratches and touch up paint applied 
every year, if needed, to provide  maximum rust protection and for aesthetics.  
Manufacturer recommends an outdoor paint matched as closely as possible to the 
original color provided.

Stone Age is proud to stand behind our products. 
541-817-6815
Lem@concretetabletennis.com
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